BIER WG Interim
Day 3
Sept 29, 2016
Minute taker: nranns@cisco.com

Minutes:
shep: 4 points.
- unify MPLS ether encap
- BIER in-band membership signally
- h2h use case and problem statement draft
- continue exploring v6 encoding. consult v6 WG.

all: direction accepted.

alia: i like. work is necessary. good to work with 6MAN.
 interim was more freeform than expected - but discussions were fruitful. maybe try similar meeting structure with other groups.

shep: Having small group of interested parties in the room, better than work on list. continue topic in South Korea.

alia: meetings bring out the necessary conversations.

shep: BIER WG happy to be the poster child of how to be effective.

tony: debrief session please.
jeffery: audio quality on webex poor. better if everyone joins the webex, and mute/unmute.
shep: audio is always a challenge. mute/unmute paces the discussion.
 alia: video was helpful, who's saying what.
linda: great brainstorming. White Board discussions would be great.
 tony: WB is hard for remotes.
shep: better AV next time, perhaps at company location.
jeffery: need coffee!!! :)
sheo: how where the meting times:
 all: good.
sandy: WB good. F2f conversation very productive.
pierre: good discussions. sometimes it's hard to get heard over the side conversations.
shep: moderator more active? smaller groups? keep the energy levels high.
 tony: call timeout. ask one at a time.
neale:
ice: worked very well. no cookies!! next time hawaii :)
shep: next time maybe block books rooms in hotel, and get conference room for free.

alia: maybe IETF secretary can assist.
mahesh: agree many point. good learning exp. f2f getting to know people and resp. opinions. for remotes more structure would be better. most useful IETF attended.
Good agenda allows good preparation. fixed agenda good for future meetings.
tony: interims are hosted once discussion on a topic is required.
shep: agenda was open for discussion but bounded.
shep: we've had virtual interims
tony: they were not so good.

greg: good progress. excited about one BIER encap for diff transport scanearios. f2f interim most efficient. from now on, virtual interim may suffice, because this f2f was so successful. now we can discuss with other teams what's really needed in the encap. DETNE.
tony, Lu?: talking
shep: pre-IETF interim to fo

toserless: worked well.

jeff: partially remote. worked well. solved most issues. well done. one of best interims ever!

shep: Thank you everyone;
tony: Thank you everyone;

all: applause.

DONE.